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Introduction
This worksheet demonstrates the use of the combinatorial subroutine Multiselection_From_Multiset 
and of the underlying subroutine Next_Selection_From_Multiset.
Next_Selection_From_Multiset returns one single selection after the other from a multiset and
Multiselection_From_Multiset uses Next_Selection_From_Multiset
in order to combine single selections to a multiselection from a multiset.

A multiset X is a set where multiple instances of an element x are allowed. In Maple, a multiset is 
represented as a list. 
E.g. X=[1,2,3,3,a] is a multiset since element x=3 occurs two times. Further below X is called 
ObjectList.
A combination taken from a multiset is itself a multiset. In Maple, all combinations of cardinality k 
are drawn from X via the command choose.
Often one speaks of a k-combination to emphasize the number of elements. E.g. 

choose([1,2,3,3,a],2);

A multicombination drawn from a multiset is a set of combinations for a list of cardinalities.
The list of cardinalities [k1,k2,...] is called SelectionList below.
One could speak of a [k1,k2,...]-combination. E.g. for ObjectList = [1,2,3,3,a] and SelectionList = [3,
2] one has from Multiselection

Multiselection_from_Multiset([1,2,3,3,a],[3,2],true);
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Implementation
Multiselection_From_Multiset solves its task by repeated calls to Next_Selection_From_Multiset.
Next_Selection_From_Multiset relies on the calculation of the next composition (ordered partition) 
of an integer n into k parts.
This calculation is done by COMP_NEXT, authors are Albert Nijenhuis, Herbert Wilf, converted to 
Fortran 90 by John Burkardt and adapted from Fortran 90 to Maple by the present author.

The maximum number of allowed elements in the multiset is set by teh parameter nmax in subroutine
Next_Selection_From_Multiset.
If the internal parameter iverbose is set equal to one, then some debugging information will be 
displayed.

Initialization
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Calling Sequence
Multiselection_from_Multiset(ObjectList, SelectionList, Print_MSLCTN);

Parameters
ObjectList - list of objects where multiple instances of the same object are 

allowed, thus ObjectList is a multiset

SelectionList - list of non-negativ integers

Print_MSLCTN - boolean variable, if true, then the selections are printed together
with the total number of selections, if false, then only the total 
number is printed. 

Description
 Multiselection_from_Multiset returns a list of multicombinations of the list elements.  A 
multicombination is a list of combinations. The number of elements of each combination is 
determined by SelectionList.
If SelectionList contains just one single integer n, then Multiselection_from_Multiset returns the 
combinations of the multiset ObjectList like the command choose. 

Examples
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Error, (in Next_Selection_From_Multiset) 
Next_Selection_From_Multiset: Wrong number of selected elements
 =, 10
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The Subroutine Next_Selection_From_Multiset returns (one after the other) the selections of slctn 
elements from the multiset MLTSTMM.
The program Multiselection_from_Multiset calls Next_Selection_From_Multise repeatedly.
The program Test_Next_Selection_From_Multiset descriobes the usage of
Next_Selection_From_Multiset.

Test_Next_Selection_From_Multiset := proc()

# Begonnen am: 24. Januar 2012
# Letzte Änderung am: 25. Februar 2012
# thomas.wieder@t-online.de

local MLTST, MLTSTMM, slctn, nelm, ndelm, Result;

# Generate all possible selections of slctn elements taken from multiset MLTST.

# Provide the multiset.
MLTST := [a,a,a,b,c,c,c,d];
nelm := nops(MLTST);
# Provide the number of elements which will be selected.
slctn:=3;

# Convert the list into a Maple multiset.
MLTSTMM := convert(MLTST,multiset);
# Determine the number of multiple elements or number of classes within MLTST.
# E.g. [a,a,a,b,c,c,c,d,e,e] has 5 classes comprised by a, b, c, d and e.
ndelm := nops(MLTSTMM);

# On return, RESULT[1] contains the next ordered partition.
Result[1] := [`$`(0, ndelm)];
# On return, RESULT[2] contains the logical variable more.
Result[2] := false;
# Result[3] and Result[4] are auxillary variables, do not change them.
Result[3] := 0;
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Result[4] := 0;

# Loop as long as Result[2] = true.
do

Result := Next_Selection_From_Multiset(MLTSTMM,nelm,ndelm,slctn,Result[1],Result[2],Result
[3],Result[4]);
print("Test_Next_Selection_From_Multiset: Next result =",Result[1][1..ndelm]," feasible:",Result[5]
);
if Result[2] = false then break end if;

# End of loop while Result[2] = true.
end do;

# End of procedure Test_Next_Selection_From_Multiset
end proc;

References
none

See Also

multichoose.mpl and multiselection.mpl written by the present author.
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